Errors in David Romer, *Advanced Macroeconomics* (fifth edition)

Note: The plan is to correct these in subsequent printings. Thus if you purchased the book after May 2019, your copy may not have these errors.

- p. 105, line 5: There should not be a dot over the first “gA”. That is, “(θ – 1)[\dot{g}_A(t)]^2” should be “(θ – 1)[g_A(t)]^2”.

- p. 358: In the heading (“Forward Guidance about the Real Interest Rate”), “Real” should be “Nominal”.

- p. 492, last line: “ρR > 0” should be “ρR > 1”.

- p. 494, equation (10.32): “c_1^{b*}b^*” should be “c_2^{b*}b^*”.

- p. 518, Problem 10.11, part (a): Both occurrences of “c_1^{b*}b^*” should be “c_2^{b*}b^*”.